The photography for the 1937-38 annual began on Tuesday morning. Until Friday there was an intense activity hour after another, in which the student membership was working for the annual. On Saturday the members were putting in their best efforts to complete the volumes for the annual. The next day's meeting of the organization was held in the new auditorium on the college campus. The meeting was a most successful one, and the organization took a step forward in the right direction.

Red Cross Chambers

The Red Cross Chambers in the Richmond area are working on a project for collecting blood. The purpose of the project is to provide medical help to those in need. The Chambers are encouraging people to donate blood to support this cause.

Genius class:

The Genius class is working on a project to research and document the history of the Richmond area. They are visiting local historical sites and interviewing elders to gather material for their project.

Continental Club:

The Continental Club is planning a trip to Europe. They are currently working on making arrangements for transportation, accommodations, and sightseeing activities.

Choral Club:

The Choral Club is practicing for an upcoming concert. They are working on refining their performances to ensure a successful event.

Frances Sale Club:

The Frances Sale Club is organizing a fundraising event. They are working on planning the details, such as the venue, date, and activities.

Greek Class:

The Greek Class is working on learning and applying the rules and traditions of Greek culture. They are studying texts and participating in cultural activities.

Chinese Class:

The Chinese Class is working on improving their language skills. They are practicing speaking and reading Chinese and learning about Chinese culture.

Spanish Class:

The Spanish Class is working on mastering the Spanish language. They are practicing speaking and listening exercises and learning about Spanish culture.

French Class:

The French Class is working on learning and practicing the French language. They are studying vocabulary and grammar and participating in cultural activities.

German Class:

The German Class is working on learning and applying the German language. They are studying texts and participating in cultural activities.

Music Class:

The Music Class is working on improving their musical abilities. They are practicing musical instruments and learning about music theory.

Art Class:

The Art Class is working on developing their artistic skills. They are studying various art techniques and participating in art projects.

History Class:

The History Class is working on learning about history. They are studying historical texts and participating in discussions and debates.

Geography Class:

The Geography Class is working on learning about geography. They are studying maps and participating in discussions and debates.

Mathematics Class:

The Mathematics Class is working on learning and applying mathematical concepts. They are studying various mathematical texts and participating in problem-solving exercises.

Science Class:

The Science Class is working on learning and applying scientific concepts. They are studying scientific texts and participating in experiments and observations.

Physical Education Class:

The Physical Education Class is working on improving physical fitness. They are participating in various physical activities and learning about nutrition.

Dr. John Barton Payne

Dr. John Barton Payne, internationally known head of the American Red Cross, spoke in assembly Wednesday, October 26. The message he brought about his great work and the work of the Red Cross held the intense interest of the entire audience among which were visitors from Harrisonburg. Mr. Payne, giving words of encouragement in the introduction, introduced the speaker.

The purpose of the Red Cross of Judge Payne gave: To assist those overwhelmed in war, to aid soldiers and their families, and to help in times of peace; and to deal with all cases of disaster. He showed how the organization lives up to the situation by citing the situations in which the American Red Cross had rendered valuable help in the time of trouble.

One of the greatest services that the American Red Cross rendered in war was aiding the casualities in the United States was the assistance rendered to the Red Cross of the United States by Dr. Payne and the American Red Cross.

The speaking time was 30 minutes, and after the address was ended the address was introduced to the audience and the Red Cross of the United States was named as the guest of honor.

The address was given in the auditorium followed by the Cabinet meeting, which was held in the same hall.

Mr. Henry C. Warner, president of the Bank of the West, in dialogue form, told the students of the aims of the Y. W. C. A., and best through the leadership of the Y. W. C. A., the more popular "jazz". The orchester was played softly on the piano throughout the service.

The president then lighted her candle from the tripod formed by the candles on the stage and from her candle the Spirit of the American Red Cross. She lit the candle on the stage and from her candle the Spirit of the American Red Cross. She lit the candle on the stage and from her candle the Spirit of the American Red Cross.

The students were then called to their seats, and the service began. The service was conducted by Dr. Wilson. The service was conducted by Dr. Wilson.

Mr. John Barton Payne, head of the American Red Cross, spoke in assembly Wednesday, October 26. The message he brought about his great work and the work of the Red Cross held the intense interest of the entire audience among which were visitors from Harrisonburg. Mr. Payne, giving words of encouragement in the introduction, introduced the speaker.

The purpose of the Red Cross was explained by Judge Payne. To assist those overwhelmed in war, to aid soldiers and their families, and to help in times of peace; and to deal with all cases of disaster. He showed how the organization lives up to the situation by citing the situations in which the American Red Cross had rendered valuable help in the time of trouble.

Swimming Classes

Swimming classes are well down to work. There are four classes working on the requirements for the elementary test; there are two classes working toward the intermediate level, and already two classes working toward the advanced level.

Swimming is becoming a popular sport among the students, and the organization lives up to the situation by providing instruction in the pool. The purpose of the Red Cross is to provide medical help to those in need. The organization is working on improving the facilities and expanding the services to meet the needs of the community.

The American Red Cross has made great strides in the past several years, and the organization continues to work towards improving the facilities and expanding the services to meet the needs of the community.
LITERARY SOCIETIES AN ASSET TO SCHOOL

Library societies on the campus have proven over and over again their value to the college. The three societies in question play a vital role in the daily life of the campus, one that no one would wish to be without. They not only contribute to the intellectual life of the student, but also provide a sense of belonging and community.

As ONE WALKETH

Miss Anthony was once heard to remark that one of her student teachers had surprised her in accomplishing a certain piece of difficult work in her teaching. "But," she continued, "if I had watched girls across the campus, I would not have been surprised at the fact." Miss Anthony then explained that her reason for such a statement was that this particular girl had such excellent posture, and carried herself as well that one would naturally expect efficient execution of difficult tasks.

And so it is that our general appearance goes far into influencing opinion. The proper living of the principal character, literary ability, and leadership on the campus, such qualities are sought after in choosing girls for their popularity among the student body, but rather which event adds spice to the usual routine of activities. The campus literary societies, and every member is encouraged to enter in the general activity. Programs are so arranged that both interesting and educational value in literary training of all phases. The three societies have limited the membership so that there will not be too large a number for each one to have due personal attention.

Students in Biology 331.

The decorations were all in tune with the season, namely, that after careful selections and additional donations of plays, novels, stories and other literary gems from such writers as Shakespeare, Thackeray, Byron, Chaucer and Burying. Can we suggest that the fear of ghosts and goblins is even the absent minded cook who is cooking his home happy? "Yes." 

ENJOYING THE COMPANY

With the current interest in haunted houses and ghost stories, several students gathered on Friday night, October 21, for a special Halloween party. The decorations were all in tune with the season, namely, that after careful selections and additional donations of plays, novels, stories and other literary gems from such writers as Shakespeare, Thackeray, Byron, Chaucer and Burying. Can we suggest that the fear of ghosts and goblins is even the absent minded cook who is cooking his home happy? "Yes." 
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ROTARIANS ENTERTAIN AT DINNER

The Harrisonburg Rotary Club was host Sunday evening to alumni who are daughters or sisters of Rotarians. A lovely dinner was served at the Kavanagh hotel last Tuesday evening. The local club has made it an annual practice to entertain the girls in the College who come from Rotary homes for the entertaining of the girls in this form.

An entertaining program had been prepared in advance, and it included Mrs. Florence Milnes, assistant dean of women,FLachered the girls. Mrs. Milnes introduced the girls to the club by calling the name of the girl and giving the name of her home town, as the girl stood.

One of the most unique features of the entertainment was the method by which each girl told the classification which her brother or father represented, and in some cases they each told in pantomime which her brother or father represented. The club members guessed the answers, the one answering the highest number of questions winning a prize. Dr. Gibson received this honor.

The Harrisonburg quartet added entertainment and interest to the program by the several musical selections offered. Mr. Kieiser, superintendent of the local schools, then addressed the gathering among them the club's " Rotary Arc.," and the members offered to the club members who have had birthdays during the past week.

To the girls of the College, the Rotarians also had other gifts. They presented the college with a new table, the Linen Arc., and the club members who have had birthdays during the past week.

LOOKING FORWARD TO ANNUAL TRIP

The Y. W. C. A. cabinet has set this week-end for its annual camping trip at Rawley Springs. The party, which will include about ten, will use Mr. Stubbs' cottage at Rawley until Sunday afternoon.

The group, which looked forward to by cabinet members every year, and whose preparations are being made for the outing.

ENJOYABLE PARTY GIVEN SUNDAY NIGHT

Sunday night, October 23, Elizabeth Malino and Ellen Gray served a delightful supper in their room. Halloween parties were in the air and the food was not spooked in the least. The girls who enjoyed this unusual treat were: Mary Green, Ellis Reynolds, Margaret Kelly, Mar- Garland, Nancy Weil, Dorothy Braham, Martha Derrick, Virginia Harvey, and Elizabeth Terry.

Ive Lindsay, Vice-president; Nancy Weil, Treasurer; and Rebecca Spizer, Secretary and Trea- sure. The membership will number about twenty, ten of whom are joining for the first time. The first rehearsal of the season will be held next Thursday evening. Magdaline Roller is President; Enn (Continued from Page 1, Column 2)

LUTHERAN GIRLS

GIVEN PARTY

The ladies of the Lutheran Church entertained the Lutheran girls of the college last Friday night at a "mea- sured pace and with much kindliness." The girls were entertained with a "funeral" by the Lutheran girls. The guests, and they thanked the Rotary club for the interest and help which has been given to the college girls by the Rotarians since their organization.

AN OUSTER EPIC

Syracuse N. Y. (By New Student Services) She was not the "Syracuse type," and "there had been rumors," and then the R-Kay club, an organization of young women in town, who are being sponsored and encouraged by the Ro- tarian club, and the R-Kay club, an organization of young women in town, who are being sponsored and encouraged by the Ro- tarian club, in the ouster epic.

When Miss Anthony could get no explana- tion offered her by Syracuse NY (By New Student Services) She was not the "Syracuse type," and "there had been rumors," and then the R-Kay club, an organization of young women in town, who are being sponsored and encouraged by the Ro- tarian club, in the ouster epic.

The university, ordered by a sup- reme court, justice's decision to relieve the stasis of things which they found on every side, and the more conscientious are asking for more guidance and more restrictions rather than for more freedom.
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LINDBERGH TO HAVE MEDAL

According to a Post Dispatch article, there is a movement on foot to induce Congress to award to Col. Charles A. Lindbergh a Congressional medal of valor and a pension of $4,000 a year as retired army officer in recognition of his Paris flight. The move is being taken by a local Rotary club, has just completed progress of the camp. Recent improvements include new hospital tents, raising the ground level of the camp, and filling in the sick bay. The camp is located in Shenandoah National Park.

CAMP SEES: GOOD SEASON

Camp Shenandoah, operated by the local Rotary club, has completed its most successful season since it was established. According to the report by the Boy's War Committee, Dr. Charles A. Lindbergh, a Congressional medal of valor and a pension of $4,000 a year as retired army officer in recognition of his Paris flight. The move is being taken by a local Rotary club, has just completed progress of the camp. Recent improvements include new hospital tents, raising the ground level of the camp, and filling in the sick bay. The camp is located in Shenandoah National Park.
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PARK PLANS: PROGRESSING

The boundaries of the proposed Shenandoah National Park are being marked off by a team of surveyors. Old and new landmarks will be emphasized. Shenandoah has been designated as one of the national parks to be included in the proposed Shenandoah National Park.

Shenandoah Valley's Greatest Department Store

BEAUTIFUL FEATHER MAKES BEAUTIFUL BIRDS

There's no question about it! College girls have learned that the big store on the campus is where they must be. They gather in throngs, admiring the beautiful feathers that hang in the windows, carrying one of the largest stocks in the State of Virginia.

All famous artists know them as the "Blue Stone Hill." No wonder they say dealing at our store is a pleasure.
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